
J Street Seminary Student Fellowship  
Meet the 5782 Fellows! 

Max Antman (He/Him) 
Max Antman is a third year rabbinical student at Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of Religion in
Los Angeles. Previously, Max worked as a community organizer and legislative staffer at the Religious
Action Center of Reform Judaism and United Nations Foundation in Washington D.C, focusing
primarily on issues of racial equity, global health advocacy, LGBTQIA+ equality and immigration. Max
is a trained diversity, equity and inclusion (DEI) consultant. Max previously served as a T'ruah Year-
In-Israel Fellow and currently sits on the Commission on Social Action of Reform Judaism (CSA). 

Armin Langer (He/Him)
Armin Langer is a senior rabbinical student at the Reconstructionist Rabbinical College in Philadelphia
and a Ph.D. candidate in sociology at the Humboldt University of Berlin. Since 2020, he has worked
as student rabbi at Congregation Am Haskalah in the Lehigh Valley, PA. Since 2019, he has been a
visiting research scholar at Brandeis University’s Schusterman Center for Israel Studies. 

Miriam Hoffman (She/Her) 
Miriam Hoffman is a fourth year rabbinical student at Hebrew Union College-Jewish Institute of
Religion in Los Angeles. She has been a part of the J Street community since she founded the J
Street U chapter at the University of Arizona. She is currently the rabbinic intern at USC Hillel and is
looking forward to engaging students in nuanced conversations about Israel.

Andy Weissfeld (He/Him)
Andy Weissfeld is a fourth year rabbinical student at the Jewish Theological Seminary in New York
City. Andy grew up in Pittsburgh, but also calls Bethesda, Maryland a second home. He comes from
the world of Jewish education, having spent many years working for synagogues, USY, and Ramah.
Currently, Andy serves as a Rabbinical School climate organizing fellow for Dayenu: A Jewish Call to
Climate Action. He also interns at a synagogue in South Jersey. Andy developed a passion for Israel
while studying there on the Nativ gap year program after high school, and more recently with his
Rabbinical school classmates from 2019-2020. 

J Street is the political home for pro-Israel, pro-peace Americans who want Israel to be secure, democratic and the national home of the Jewish people.
 Working in American politics and the Jewish community, we advocate policies that advance shared US and Israeli interests as well as Jewish and democratic values, 

leading to a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict.

Ze'evi Tovlev (They/Them)
Ze’evi Simcha Tovlev is a candidate for cantorial ordination at Hebrew Union College — Jewish
Institute of Religion, Debbie Friedman School of Sacred Music (expected 2023), and a graduate of the
Rhea Hirsch School of Education with a Masters in Jewish Education. They hold the Joyce Rosenzweig
Prize for Creativity in Worship Music, and the Cantor Edward R. Fogel — St. Louis Circle of Jewish
Music Prize for Vocal Development. Ze’evi is a student cantor at Congregation Gates of Heaven in
Schenectady, NY and a guest cantorial intern at Congregation Beit Simchat Torah in New York, NY.
They are a past fellow of T'ruah's Rabbinical and Cantorial Student Fellowship in Human Rights. As
one of the first transgender cantorial students, Ze’evi works toward expanding the vision of our
collective future to encompass those who have been routinely marginalized in Jewish life. 


